Agenda Network on Biological Risk  
May 2 – 9:00 – 4:00  
San Francisco Hilton Hotel  
Imperial A Room (Located on “B” Ballroom Level)

9:00 -9:05: Introduction and Organization of Meeting  
Eileen Crimmins, USC & Teresa Seeman, UCLA

9:05 – 10:10 - Updates on Suggestions from Last Year’s meeting  
1. Elizabeth Miller and Tom McDade - DBS Assay Development  
2. University of Washington – Effects of Shipping and Aging on DBS Assays, Assay Development  
3. USC/UCLA – DBS from venous and capillary blood  
4. Perry HU – Setting up a Lab and Assessing Laboratory Performance

10:10 – 10:30 Updates from studies  
SHARE, SAGE, SEBAS, IFLS, Indonesian Tsunami Survivors, CHARLS, LASI, Add Health, CRELES, HRS (others?)

10:30-10:45 - Coffee Break

10:45 – 11:30 – Elissa Epel - Measuring Telomeres/DBS and Venous Blood  
11:30 - 12:15 – Steve Cole – Measuring RNA in Saliva, DBS, PaxGene and Venous blood  
12:15 - 1:15 – Lunch  
1:15 – 2:00 – Jason Boardman – GWAS Methods for Demographers  
2:00 - 2:45 – Diane Lauderdale - Measuring Sleep: Objective and Subjective approaches  
2:45 - 3:00 – Coffee Break  
3:00 – 3:15 - Jennifer Madans – Reporting Genetic Results to Study Participants  
3:15 – 4:00 – Organizing the Network Activities for the next year